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a b s t r a c t 

Vehicle Ad hoc NETwork (VANET) routing is facing a lot of challenges, such as efficient and effective mes- 

sage forwarding in the distributed network, as well as exploring and exploiting the movement regularity 

among vehicles and the social ties among passengers. Oriented to the fixed-line VANET, we propose a 

social-based routing scheme to enable the efficient and effective message routing among passengers. In 

the proposed scheme, passengers are divided into different communities based on the Improved K -Clique 

community detection algorithm (IKC). For determining the forwarding and dropping order of messages, 

a Social-based Message Buffering scheme at vehicles (SMB) is devised with their closeness and contri- 

bution considered. A Bilateral Forwarder Determination method (BFD) is proposed to make the optimal 

message forwarding, including Intra-Community Forwarder Determination (ICFD) and intEr-Community 

Forwarder Determination (ECFD). Simulation results show that the proposed scheme has better message 

delivery ratio and lower network overhead than other existing ones. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

A city becomes smart when investments in human and social

capital and traditional (transportation) and modern (ICT, Informa-

tion and Communication Technologies) communication infrastruc-

ture fuel sustainable economic growth and high quality life with a

wise management of natural resources through participatory gov-

ernance. It is required to develop and manage a variety of inno-

vative services that provide information to all citizens about all

aspects of city life via interactive and internet-based applications

[1] . As a new technology that integrates the potentials of new-

generation wireless networks into vehicles to enable communica-

tion among vehicles via Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) [2,3] ,

VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork) is attractive to be integrated

into smart cities [4] . VANET is distinguished from other kinds of ad

hoc networks due to its rapidly changing topology, large scale and

variable node density, etc. [5] . Generally, VANET can be classified

into Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) and Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V);

the former is the communication mode via infrastructures and the

latter is that established by vehicles [2] . In this paper, we classify

VANET into fixed-line VANET and none-fixed-line VANET. In the
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ormer one, vehicles run along fixed lines (e.g., public buses) and

heir routes cannot be changed by the driver or passenger, while in

he latter one, they do not run along fixed lines (e.g., private cars)

nd their routes depend on the purpose and habit of the driver

r passenger. However, VANET poses a lot of significant challenges

o networking, such as data dissemination and sharing as well as

ecurity issues, etc. To this end, the design of an efficient and ef-

ective routing scheme for VANET is crucial. 

In MANET, nodes are strongly interdependent, and they are also

uman-centric in many scenarios, such as Pocket Switched Net-

ork (PSN) [6] and Mobile Social Network (MSN), because nodes

n these networks contact with each other following the commu-

ication way of human beings. This phenomenon motivates re-

earchers to borrow the concept of Social Network Analysis (SNA)

o design routing schemes in MANET [7] . Since VANET is also a

ind of MANET formed by human-centric nodes, the social con-

ept can be employed to solve the VANET routing issue. In addi-

ion, social based routing algorithms in VANET have benefits in

everal aspects: (i) People with similar social profile (e.g., habit

nd economic situation) encounter or contact with each other eas-

ly and frequently when they travel. Therefore, the effectiveness

e.g., delivery ratio) and the efficiency (e.g., latency) of the routing

echanism can be improved by identifying and utilizing the prop-

rties of people’s social behaviours in VANET [8] . (ii) By exploit-

ng people’s social characteristics (e.g., tie strength), the node can

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.12.016
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comnet.2016.12.016&domain=pdf
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ptimize routing by forwarding the message to the node that en-

ounters the destination more often rather than the blind for-

arding (e.g., broadcasting [9] , which produces additional over-

ead by redundantly forwarding the message). (iii) Since people’s

ocial relations generally have long-term characteristics and are

ess volatile than their mobility [10] , the social based routing in-

ormation is not frequently updated and thus the communication

verhead can be reduced. Therefore, we introduce social relation-

hip into routing scheme design for the fixed-line transportation to

nable effective and efficient message delivery among passengers. 

A community is a set of nodes with a high density of inter-

al links, whereas links between communities have comparatively

ower density [7] . In the fixed-line transportation, passengers with

imilar social attributes have high probability to encounter each

ther and are more likely to communicate with each other dur-

ng their travelling. We can define such passenger nodes to be a

ommunity since their links toward the nodes inside the commu-

ity are more than those outside the community, thus facilitating

he message delivery and improving the routing scheme. 

In V2V VANET, due to the limited contact time window and

uffer space, one vehicle should determine which message to be

orwarded when it encounters others or discarded when its buffer

s full, in order to make the overall network message delivery ra-

io increase. As the most commonly used buffering strategy, the

IFO (First In First Out) [11] is hard to achieve network-wise mes-

age delivery optimally and win-win among nodes, due to its lo-

al viewpoint (the message’s arrival time) rather than global one.

urthermore, during the social interaction, friends with close rela-

ionships and frequent interactions cooperate with each other to

enefit themselves, promoting win-win situation [12] . Therefore,

 buffering management scheme for the message handling should

onsider the contribution of the message’s source (the issuer) to

he forwarder and the intimacy with the forwarder so as to help

aximize the overall network message delivery ratio and promote

in-win emerging. 

A message gets different forwarding order when forwarded by

ifferent node, and its preferential forwarding is beneficial for the

ast delivery. Classical forwarding schemes (e.g., SimBet Routing

13] ) often simply consider candidate forwarders’ abilities to de-

iver messages (e.g., the node’s social similarity to the destination),

hich are determined by candidate forwarders’ self-conditions.

owever, they often neglect the message’s forwarding orders got

y the candidate forwarder, which is determined by the attribute

f the message, e.g., the arrival time of the massage in FIFO. There-

ore, to select the forwarder for a message, both the delivery ability

f the candidate forwarder and the forwarding order of the mes-

age by the candidate forwarder should be considered. 

Based on the above, we propose a social-based routing scheme

or VANET in the fixed-line transportation to enable efficient and

ffective message delivery among passengers, and the major con-

ributions are summarized as follows. 

• We propose a social-based routing algorithm to forward mes-

sages hop by hop based on the statistical social information ac-

cumulated during network operation. It has low overhead and

does not need any prior knowledge of vehicles when routing. 

• We improve the well-known k -clique community detection

algorithm [14] with our devised lowliest place elimination

method so that the passengers with strong encounter regular-

ities and closely social relationships could be merged into the

same community to improve the forwarding efficiency. 

• Based on the social regularity under which cooperation hap-

pens more likely among friends with close relationships and

frequent interactions, a social-based message buffering scheme

at vehicle is proposed. It uses contribution and intimacy to im-

prove message delivery within the limited contact time win-
dow. It tries to improve the forwarding efficiency of the net-

work rather than that of one single node. 

• We propose a bilateral forwarder determination method. When

selecting the forwarding node for the message among candi-

dates, it considers not only the candidates’ physical and social

conditions but also the buffering priority of the message got by

the candidates. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re-

iews related works and compares our work with them.

ection 3 presents the system framework of the proposed routing

cheme. Section 4 presents the improved k -clique community de-

ection algorithm. Section 5 describes the devised contribution and

ntimacy based buffering management scheme. Section 6 presents

he bilateral forwarder determination method. Section 7 describes

he proposed social-based routing algorithm. Section 8 reports the

imulations and performance evaluations. Section 9 draws conclu-

ions. 

. Related work 

There are already a lot of routing schemes proposed for VANET.

mong them, some regard the fixed-line transportation [31–43] ,

ome regard the none-fixed-line transportation [25–30] , and oth-

rs regard both [11,15–24] . 

Many classical Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) routing schemes,

uch as Epidemic [11] and First Contact [15] , can be applied to both

he fixed-line and the none-fixed-line VANET. In addition, in [16] ,

n optimization of zone based hierarchical link state routing proto-

ol for VANET was proposed, and its routing parameters were op-

imized based on the traffic awareness and network performance.

n [17] , a geographic stateless routing scheme combined with node

ocation and digital map was proposed, which could enhance the

orwarding path to solve local maximum and sparse connectiv-

ty problem. In [18] , an acknowledgment-based broadcast protocol

or reliable and efficient data dissemination for VANET was pro-

osed. It was suitable to a wide range of vehicular scenarios, and

olved the propagation at road intersections without any need to

ecognize intersections. In [19] , by exploring the spatial and tem-

oral properties of the contact behaviors among buses and taxis, a

ulti-modal VANET message dissemination scheme was proposed,

y allowing the buses to assist the message dissemination among

axis. In [20] , a hybrid bee swarm routing protocol for VANET was

resented, which was based on the continuous learning paradigm

nd combined the features of topology routing with those of geo-

raphic routing, aiming at both urban and rural scenarios. In [21] ,

uses were regarded as the mobile backbone of VANET to aid data

ransmissions, and a table driven and bus based routing protocol to

ncrease the packet delivery and reduce the average delay was pro-

osed. In [22] , a hierarchical bloom-filter routing was introduced

o tackle mobility, large population, and rich content challenges of

ANET. It achieved low latency and high content availability with

elatively low overhead in practical VANET scenarios. In [23] , a

outing protocol for VANET in urban area was designed. It had an

ptimized and adjustable forwarding range, which changed with

ifferent environments based on the path loss and the city model.

t was novel in computing the connectivity of roads and the ad-

ustable strategy in a sparse network. In [24] , a hop greedy routing

cheme was proposed, which took connectivity into consideration

nd yielded a routing path with the minimum number of interme-

iate intersection nodes. 

As general-purpose routing schemes, the above researches do

ot fully take the specific characteristics of the fixed-line trans-

ortation VANET into account, and thus do not take advantage

f, e.g., vehicle’s high encounter regularity, when routing. In addi-

ion, they do not consider the influence of social relations among
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Table 1 

Abbreviations. 

Abbreviation Full name 

ACD Accumulated Contact Duration 

BFD Bilateral Forwarder Determination method 

CMD Community Member Density 

ECM intEr-Community Message 

ECFD intEr-Community Forwarder Determination 

ICM Intra-Community Message 

ICFD Intra-Community Forwarder Determination 

IKC Improved K -clique Community detection algorithm 

LET Link Expiration Time 

PES Periodical Encounter Strength 

SFR Social-based Fixed-line transportation Routing scheme 

SMB Social-based Message Buffering scheme at the vehicle 
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a

passengers on message forwarding. In contrast, our proposed

scheme takes these factors into account and thus improves rout-

ing efficiency and effectiveness. 

Regarding to the none-fixed-line VANET routing, in [25] , a dis-

tance aware epidemic routing protocol was proposed to improve

the bundle delivery ratio. In [26] , a prediction-based soft rout-

ing protocol was proposed, in which the traffic trace and the real

digital road map were utilized to assist packet routing. In [27] ,

an approach for geographic routing which exploited the predic-

tive locations of vehicles was proposed. In [28] , a self-balancing

supply/demand routing protocol was proposed. It was a controlled

flooding protocol and could reliably deliver messages over pre-

dictable distances. In [29] , a routing metric was proposed to exploit

the true opportunism, which was stochastically calculated by tak-

ing the expectation of the minimum delays over all possible routes

and could be computed online by relying only on local information

sharing. In [30] , a reliable freestanding position based routing algo-

rithm was proposed. It considered the constraints of the environ-

ment and implemented mechanisms to overcome them. However,

the above none-fixed-line transportation oriented routing schemes

cannot solve the fixed-line transportation routing issues efficiently

because the characteristics of the fixed-line transportation are not

taken into account. 

Regarding to the fixed-line VANET routing, in [31] , the mes-

sage was delivered to the bus, of which route overlapped the trace

of the destination vehicle; moreover, when the bus traveled in

the overlapped route, it broadcasted the message to any vehicle

that it encountered. In [32] , an anchor bus based street and traf-

fic aware routing scheme was proposed. It was designed specifi-

cally for performance improvement in city environment of VANET

and inherited the characteristics of geographic routing. In [33] , an

end-to-end transmission time based opportunistic routing frame-

work was proposed, and three different routing protocols were de-

signed which considered three different end-to-end transmission

time metrics. In [34] , a bus ad hoc on demand distance vector

routing protocol was proposed, which could reduce the high end-

to-end packet delay produced by vehicle specific movement pat-

terns. In [35] , the original routing problem was formulated as a

specific stochastic shortest path problem on a particular stochas-

tic graph. An optimal single-copy routing algorithm was devised

and it was extended to cases where several copies of the same

data were permitted. In [36] , a position based routing protocol for

metropolitan bus network was proposed. It used street map infor-

mation and bus route information to identify a stable geographic

route with high connectivity for data delivery. However, the above

researches make routing or forwarding decision based on message

broadcasting [31,33,34] , which incurs high overhead, or needs prior

knowledge of vehicles, such as street map [32,36] and bus schedule

[35] . In contrast, our proposed routing scheme considers the social

characteristics of passengers, which are accumulated and analyzed

during network operation. It routes the message to the destination

hop by hop with single copy by social guidance, and thus it can

decrease network overhead and improve routing efficiency. 

There exist some researches on the fixed-line VANET routing

with certain social guidance applied. In [37] , a social interest based

routing scheme was proposed, which incorporated the user inter-

est into the working movement model and leveraged the diversity

of interest in bus movement for data delivery. In [38] , by analyzing

large-scale bus traces, it was found that vehicles demonstrated dy-

namic sociality and had strong temporal correlations. The Markov

chains were used to infer future vehicular sociality and one greedy

heuristic was applied to select the most “centric” vehicles as seeds

for mobile advertising. Although the above researches consider so-

cial characteristics of the fixed-line transportation to a certain ex-

tent when routing, however, they neglect the community struc-

tures which exist in the fixed-line VANET. In [31] , a community
ased backbone was built by applying community detection tech-

iques in the bus system, and a two-level routing scheme was pro-

osed to operate over the backbone. It performed sequentially in

he inter-community level and the intra-community level to sup-

ort message delivery for mobile vehicles. In [39] , a context-aware

ommunity-oriented routing approach was presented, which ex-

loited the community and the context awareness of nodes for ef-

cient message delivery, and nodes with a common point of inter-

st formed a dynamic community. However, the community detec-

ions in [31] and [39] are put forward regarding to vehicles rather

han passengers who are actually the sources and destinations of

he produced messages. In this paper, we extract community struc-

ures among passengers by analyzing their contact regularities and

ontrolling community size, making passengers with closely social

elationship be in the same community and thus helping improve

essage delivery efficiency. 

Moreover, when determining the forwarder for the message,

he above researches do not consider the buffering priority of the

essage got by the forwarder. For example, a received packet was

orwarded towards the selected destination junction using street

wareness and traffic awareness in [32] , the transmission failure

robability and waiting time at the next stop before the arrival of

he next bus were considered when forwarding the packet from

ne bus to another in [35] , and the location of the destination was

sed for packets forwarding in [40] . Besides, in [41] , once a bus

et another one belonging to the same line, it simply forwarded

he packet to that bus. Compared with them, our proposed scheme

onsiders not only the candidate’s physical and social conditions

ut also the buffering priority of the message got by the candidate

hen determining the message forwarder. 

About buffering management scheme for message handling at

ehicles when routing, in [11] , the finite buffers were managed

s FIFO queues. In [42] , a Drop Least Encountered (DLE) algo-

ithm was used, in which messages with the lowest delivery like-

ihood were dropped. In [43] , a buffer management scheme was

roposed based on prioritizing both the schedule of packets to

e transmitted to other peers and the schedule of packets to be

ropped by considering the message hop count and delivery pos-

ibility. In [41] , when the buffer became full, each newly arrived

acket was simply dropped. Compared with the above mentioned

chemes which manage buffers only based on the message at-

ributes, our proposed social-based message buffering mechanism

an provide more efficient message forwarding by facilitating reci-

rocity among vehicles. 

. System framework 

For convenience, the abbreviations used throughout this paper

re listed in Table 1 . 
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Fig. 1. SFR system framework. 
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Table 2 

Communities with passenger nodes and vehicle nodes. 

Community Passenger nodes Vehicle nodes 

P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 (Lucy) bus4 

C 1 P 5 , P 6 , P 7 (Jim) bus2 

P 8 , P 9 (Bob) bus1 

C 2 P 10 , P 11 , P 12 bus8 

P 13 , P 14 (Tom) bus3 
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The system framework of our proposed SFR is shown in Fig. 1 .

ssume that SFR runs on the wireless router equipped with GPS

Global Positioning System) [44] at vehicle, which is denoted as

ehicle node for convenience. If one passenger wants to send mes-

ages to another one, he sends them from his mobile device (de-

oted as passenger node) to SFR at his vehicle node, and SFR deliv-

rs them to their destinations. At first, based on the ACDList of the

assenger nodes (see Section 4 ), these passenger nodes are divided

nto different communities by IKC (see Section 4 ), and their vehicle

odes are recorded. That is to say, a community has the informa-

ion about passenger nodes and vehicle nodes. These communities

re stored in the CommunityList . 

When a vehicle node receives a new message (except the deliv-

ry message which is already on the vehicle node taken by its des-

ination passenger node), this message is determined to become

n ICM or an ECM by the selector, which makes decisions accord-

ng to the CommunityList . If the destination node of this new mes-

age is in the same community with this vehicle node, it stores

he message into the ICM-Buffer , and sorts buffering ICMs stored

n the ICM-Buffer based on SMB so as to determine the ICM’s for-

arded or dropped order (see Section 5 ); otherwise, it stores the

essage into the ECM-Buffer and sorts ECMs in it. When a vehi-

le node encounters other ones, it determines the forwarder for

he message based on BFD (see Section 6 ). Specifically, if the des-

ination passenger node of the message is in the same community

ith the message’s forwarder, the next forwarder is determined by

CFD from the CommunityContactList , which stores the encounter

odes in the same community with the message’s forwarder; oth-

rwise, it is determined by ECFD from the ContactList , which stores

he encounter nodes of the message’s forwarder. For the forwarded

essage, SMB and BFD handle it hop by hop until being delivered

o the destination or dropped. 

As depicted in Fig. 2 (a), assume that there are four buses, that

s, bus1 and bus4 of bus line LINE1 ( A − E − F − C), bus2 of

us line LINE2 ( A − E − B − F − C), and bus3 of bus line LINE3

 A − D ). Assume that Bob and Lucy are first-year students in the

niversity near A and they do not know each other, however, both
f them like exercising in the gym near C , then they probably take

us1 and bus4 respectively from A to C . Assume that Jim is a stu-

ent in the university near B and he also likes exercising in the

ym near C , then Jim may take bus2 from B to C . LINE1 and LINE2

ave the overlapped segment F − C, bus1 and bus4 run along the

ame bus line, then the communication opportunities among Jim,

ucy and Bob are high. This example indicates that routing effi-

iency and thus message delivery effectiveness can be improved

y employing the regularity of the fixed-line transportation taken

y passengers. 

As depicted in Fig. 2 (b), based on IKC, Jim, Lucy and Bob (to-

ether with bus2, bus4 and bus1) are in the same community but

om (together with bus3) is not. When Tom sends m a to Bob, at

rst he sends m a to his taken bus3, and m a is stored in bus3’s

CM-Buffer since bus3 and Bob are not in the same community.

hen, bus3 forwards m a to Jim’s taken bus2 based on ECFD and m a 

s stored in bus2’s ICM-Buffer since bus2 and Bob are in the same

ommunity. At this moment, bus2 forwards m a to Lucy’s taken

us4 based on ICFD. When bus4 encounters bus1, it forwards m a 

o Bob’s taken bus1. Then bus1 stores m a in its deliver-Buffer , and

elivers it to Bob finally when he takes bus1. 

Assume that bus2 buffers m c from Lucy, m e , m f and m g from

assenger nodes on bus5, bus6 and bus7 respectively, and these

essages are all stored in the ICM-Buffer of bus2. When bus2 re-

eives m a , it sorts the ICMs in the ICM-Buffer by SMB. The ICMs

re forwarded from buffer head ( m a in Fig. 2 (b)) when bus2 en-

ounters other buses while dropped from buffer bottom when the

uffer is full ( m f in Fig. 2 (b)). 

. Improved k -clique community detection algorithm 

The community detection algorithm can be used to identify the

nknown structures that have inherent or external specified sim-

larities among nodes [45] . For the fixed-line VANET, the commu-

ity detection needs to extract passenger nodes as well as vehicle

odes with contact regularity to build communities at the same

ime to control the community size appropriately. 

The well-known k -clique algorithm [14] extracts communities

ased on contact duration among nodes and the number of the

ommon members among communities. In this paper, we improve

t by adding the lowliest place elimination method to identify the

ommunities among passenger nodes and vehicle nodes, called

he Improved K -clique Community detection algorithm (IKC). In

KC, passenger nodes with high contact regularities are firstly as-

igned into the same community, and then those communities, of

hich the number of the common members exceeds a certain up-

er bound, are merged. The communities consist of the passen-

er nodes and their taken vehicle nodes are illustrated in Table 2 ,

here each vehicle node holds a community table. 

The Accumulated Contact Duration (ACD) among people, which

s the total contact time in the predefined period, can reflect their

ontact strength. People with high ACD always have strong contact

trength and likely to encounter each other. Each vehicle node can

btain an ACDList which contains ACDs among passenger nodes,
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Fig. 2. Illustration example. 

Fig. 3. Contact modes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Improved k -clique community detection algorithm. 
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by exchanging social information of their taking passenger nodes

when two vehicle nodes encounter. When the signals from two

passenger nodes (e.g., cell phones) or from their taken vehicle

nodes overlap, the two passenger nodes are considered to be con-

tacted with each other, as shown in Fig. 3 . We use ACDs among

passenger nodes to divide them into communities. 

Assume that there are n passenger nodes, and IKC is described

as follows. 

At first, the local community of each passenger node is created,

and it stores other passenger nodes that have close relationship

with the passenger node. Specifically, for a passenger node, if its

ACD with another one is larger than the predefined bound �, this

another one will be a member in its local community, denoted as

lcl-community . In this way, we get n lcl-communities , which corre-

spond to the n passenger nodes. Take passenger node p i for ex-

ample, the ACDs between p i and the other n −1 passenger nodes

are got from the ACDList in turn. Assume that p j is one of these

n −1 passenger nodes, if ACD ij between p i and p j is larger than

�, p j will be a member in the local-community of p i , denoted as

lcl-community i . 

Next, we merge those lcl-communities with too many common

members in order to limit the number of communities. If the num-

ber of common members between two nonempty lcl-communities

is above the predefined threshold k , we merge them into one of

these two lcl-communities and set another be empty. 

At last, those over-sized lcl-communities are downsized, that

is, the lowliest place elimination for each lcl-community is done.

Specifically, if the number of members in a lcl-community is larger

than the predefined bound θ , the members of this lcl-community

are sorted in descending order according to the average ACDs of
ach member (the average ACD of a member is defined as the

um of ACD between this member and any other member di-

ided by the number of members of this lcl-community ), and the

embers beyond θ are eliminated from bottom up. Each of the

liminated passenger node becomes a single-node-community that

as only this passenger node with its taken vehicle node. After

hat, each nonempty lcl-community becomes a community with the

ecorded passenger nodes’ taken vehicle nodes. These communi-

ies and single-node-communities are stored into the CommunityList ,

hich has communities with passenger nodes and their taken ve-

icle nodes. 

The IKC is shown in Fig. 4 . Here, lines 2–9 are the formation

f the local communities. Lines 10–17 are the merging of the local
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Fig. 5. P _ contri . 

Fig. 6. P _ inti . 
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ommunities. Lines 18–27 are the lowliest place elimination for the

ocal communities and forming the CommunityList . 

. Social-based message buffering scheme 

.1. Basic ideas 

People often have such experience in their daily lives that in-

irect friendship, i.e., a friend’s friend , does not have the same

trong relationship as direct friendship. Although a friend’s friend

ay offer help to the issuer of a request, his intention usually

s weaker than that of his friend, and thus intimacy among peo-

le impacts the request fulfillment. Friends should contribute and

hare resources and thus help should be mutually provided among

riends rather than one unconditionally pays for another. People

re willing to help others, who have helped them, i.e., contributed

o them, and thus contribution among people also has impact on

he request fulfillment. 

.2. Priority calculation 

Inspired by the above ideas, vehicle node calculates the priority

or each message in its buffer. The priority for a message is cal-

ulated based on the intimacy of the message’s issuer (the taken

ehicle node of the source passenger node) with the message’s for-

arder and the contribution to the message’s forwarder. Suppose

hat m is a message on a vehicle node v , and that P ( m, v ) is the

riority of m at v , then 

 (m, v ) = αP contri (v iss , v ) + (1 − α) P inti (v iss , v ) (1)

Here, P contri ( v iss , v ) is the priority calculated based on the

ontribution of v iss (the issuer of m ) to v , defined in Eq. (2) ; P 

nti ( v iss , v ) is the priority calculated based on the intimacy of v iss 

ith v , defined in Eq. (3) ; α and (1 − α) indicate the weights of

ontribution and intimacy, which reflect their relative influence on

he social relationship. We use the weighted average method to

alculate the priority because P contri and P inti have the same

ange of values (from 0 to 1). Besides, the result obtained by the

eighted average method can well be traded-off between the two

onsidered factors. 

 contri (v iss , v ) = 

2 

π
arctanCtr(v iss , v ) (2)

Here, Ctr ( v iss , v ) is the contribution of v iss to v in terms of the

umber which the former forwarded messages for the latter by

ow. We use arctan function to calculate P contri because it can

eflect the social phenomenon properly. Specifically, as P contri

hown in Fig. 5 , the social phenomenon can be observed as fol-

ows. When one person has helped another one more than certain

imes (here Ctr = 7), the helped one considers the helper as a per-

on who has made great contribution to him (here P _ contri = 0.9).

ith the increasing of Ctr , the increased amplitude of P contri

ecreases, that is, if the helper offers his help continuously, the

elped one is gradually accustomed to his help. Moreover, P con-

ri approaches 1 gradually, that is, one always hopes to get the help

rom others, and the more help means the better feelings. 

 inti (v iss , v ) = e 1 −Cls (v iss , v ) (3)

Here, Cls ( v iss , v ) is the intimacy of v iss with v in terms of the

essage’s hop count from the former to the latter. We use expo-

ential function to calculate P inti because it can reflect the social

henomenon properly. Specifically, as P inti shown in Fig. 6 , the

ocial phenomenon can be observed as follows. When two persons

re close to each other (here Cls < 6), they have relatively high

ntimacy (from 0.018 when Cls = 5 to 1 when Cls = 1 ), while they

ave relatively low intimacy (no more than 0.007) when they are
ar from each other ( Cls ≥ 6). It accords with the famous small

orld phenomenon [46] . 

According to the Eqs. (1) –(3) , the larger the number the issuer

f the message has helped the forwarder and the more intimate

he issuer with the forwarder, then the higher the forwarding pri-

rity of the message. 

.3. Message buffering scheme 

Each message has a priority calculated by Eq. (1) . SMB sorts

essages according to their priorities in descending order. A mes-

age with the highest priority is forwarded firstly, while a mes-

age with the lowest priority is dropped firstly when necessary.

ssume that the message buffer of bus2 in our illustration example

s shown in Fig. 7 . We can see that the issuer of m a , bus3 has inti-

acy with bus2 with 1 and contribution to bus2 with 3, which has

he higher priority than other buffering messages, thus it is for-

arded firstly. However, the issuer of m f , bus6 has intimacy with

us2 with 5 and contribution to bus2 with 1, which has the lower

riority than other buffering messages, thus it is dropped firstly

hen necessary. 

. Bilateral forwarder determination method 

Whether one message has arrived at the community or not, to

hich its destination belongs, has significant influence on the mes-

age delivery. In the example mentioned above, Tom often takes

us3 of LINE3 from D to A, and Jim and Bob are in the same

ommunity while Tom and Bob not. When bus2 receives m , it can
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Fig. 7. SMB at bus2. 
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forward m to bus1, and then to Bob rapidly; however, when bus3

receives m , it should forward m not only to bus1 but also to the

taken buses of Bob’s community members (e.g., bus4), so that the

message’s forwarding scope can be extended to speed up its de-

livery. In this paper, messages are divided into two types: Intra-

Community Message (ICM), which has arrived at its destination

community (the community of its destination passenger node),

such as m a for bus2 and bus4 in our illustration example; and

intEr-Community Message (ECM), which has not, such as m a for

bus3. We design the forwarding determination methods for ICM

and ECM respectively. 

6.1. ICM forwarder determination 

For the ICM forwarding, the forwarder is determined by com-

paring the forwarding utilities of candidates. The forwarding util-

ity is decided by the following two aspects: (1) physical and social

conditions of candidates and (2) buffering priorities of the mes-

sage got by the candidates. To explain why we consider the buffer-

ing priorities of the message got by the candidates, we consider

another scenario in Fig. 2 (a) as follows. The node bus1 forwards

a message m and it has two encounter nodes bus2 and bus3, in

which the two buses have the same delivery ability for m , then

bus1 should forward m to bus2 if it can get the prior forwarding

order from bus2 rather than bus3. 

6.1.1. Link expiration time 

For physical condition, we consider Link Expiration Time (LET)

among vehicle nodes. LET in VANET is defined as the time to

keep contact between two contacting vehicle nodes. Two nodes

have higher LET means that they can keep contact with each other

longer than those in the opposite way, and thus they can transmit

messages with less interruption. Depending on the GPS equipped

at each vehicle node, we can calculate LET by the location and

velocity information. We calculate LET based on the definition in

[47] , which is calculated in Eq. (4) . Assume that each vehicle node

has the same signal transmission ability and the same transmis-

sion range R . The LET between vehicle nodes v a and v b is denoted

as LET ( v a , v b ) and defined as follows. 

LET (v a , v b ) = 

R + β ∗ dis (v a , v b ) 
∣
∣
∣
−−−→ 

v (v a ) −
−−−→ 

v (v b ) 
∣
∣
∣

(4)

Here, β ∈ {−1 , 0 , 1 } , specifically, β = 1 if two nodes are moving

towards each other, β = −1 if two nodes are moving far away from

each other, otherwise β = 0 ; dis ( v a , v b ) is the distance between v a

and v ; 
−−−→ 

v (v a ) is the velocity of v a and 

−−−→ 

v (v ) is the velocity of v . 
b b b 
Calculation about acceleration is discussed in [47] , in which an

xtra-large-bonus of the number of seconds is added to LET. In or-

er to make the two factors in M ICM 

(see Eq. (7) ) and M ECM 

(see

q. (11) ) have the same range of values, after obtaining LET be-

ween two vehicle nodes, we do the normalization on it by calcu-

ating 2/ π ∗arctan LET to make its value within [0,1). 

.1.2. Community member density 

We consider the Community Member Density (CMD) for social

ondition. In order to provide fast and accurate delivery, an ICM

hould be forwarded to the community member with strong de-

ivery capability. In common sense, when a member is able to en-

ounter more members than others, it may have stronger capabil-

ty for message delivery. Therefore, we introduce CMD to measure

uch capability. The CMD of one node for an ICM is the ratio of the

umber of this node’s encounter nodes, which belong to ICM’s des-

ination community, to the number of total members of the com-

unity. Suppose that CMD ( v, m ) is the CMD of a vehicle node v for

 message m , then 

MD (v , m ) = 

S(v , m ) + 1 

N( m ) 
(5)

Here, S ( v, m ) is the number of v ’s encounter vehicle nodes be-

onging to m ’s destination community and N ( m ) is the total num-

er of vehicle node members in this community. Due to the fact

hat v is also one community vehicle node member of the com-

unity, we add 1 to S ( v, m ). 

.1.3. ICM forwarding utility 

As mentioned above, the ICM forwarding utility considers can-

idates’ physical and social conditions, and the buffering priori-

ies of the message got by the candidates. Assume that v enc is an

ncounter vehicle node and m is a forwarding message of vehi-

le node v . We define the ICM forwarding utility of v enc for m in

q. (6) , which is calculated by v . 

 ICM 

(v enc , m ) = ηM ICM 

(v enc , m ) + (1 − η) P (m, v enc ) (6)

Here, M ICM 

( v enc , m ) is the utility produced by the vehicle node’s

wn physical and social conditions, which is defined in Eq. (7) , and

 ( m, v enc ) is defined in Eq. (1) ; η and (1 − η) are the weights to

ndicate the relative influence of M ICM 

and P on U ICM 

. The weighted

verage method is used to do trade-off between M ECM 

( v enc , m ) and

 ( m, v enc ). 

 ICM 

(v enc , m ) = λCMD (v enc , m ) + (1 − λ) LET (v enc , v ) (7)

Here, CMD ( v enc , m ) is the social factor and LET ( v enc , v ) is the

hysical factor, λ and (1 − λ) are the weights to indicate the rela-

ive influence of social condition and physical condition on M ICM 

.

he weighted average method is used to do trade-off between

MD ( v enc , m ) and LET ( v enc , v ). 

.1.4. ICM forwarding 

In case of the ICM forwarding, one encounter vehicle node

eeds to be selected as the forwarder for ICM. As mentioned

bove, ICM is the message that has arrived at its destination

ommunity. Thus, to avoid ICM being forwarded out of its des-

ination community, the ICM forwarding only focuses on the ve-

icle nodes belonging to this community. Assume that a vehi-

le node v forwards a message m , and the encounter vehicle

odes of v , which belong to m ’s destination community, are stored

n CommunityContactList m 

, which has s nodes. The ICM forward-

ng is described as follows. At first, the CommunityContactList m 

is

hecked whether it has the destination passenger node’s taken

ehicle node of m , which is denoted as v des ( m ). If it has, m is

orwarded to v des ( m ); otherwise, the s nodes are sorted in the

ommunityContactList m 

in descending order according to U in
ICM 
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Fig. 8. Intra-community forwarder determination. 
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Fig. 9. Inter-community forwarder determination. 
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q. (6) , and then each of them is taken from the list in turn.

ssume that v enc is one taken node by v , we compare CMD for

 of v enc and v , which are denoted as CMD ( v enc , m ) and CMD ( v,

 ). If CMD ( v enc , m ) is larger than CMD ( v, m ), v forwards m to

 enc ; otherwise, it continues comparing with the next node in the

ommunityContactList m 

. If the CMD of these s nodes for m are all

ot larger than CMD ( v, m ), v continues carrying m and does not

orward it to any encounter node. ICFD is described in Fig. 8 . 

.2. ECM forwarder determination 

For the ECM forwarding, the optimal forwarder is determined

y the forwarding utilities of candidates, which are defined similar

o that of ICM. Instead, the so-called periodical encounter strength

s used to reflect the social condition. 

.2.1. Periodical encounter strength 

Encounter regularities among vehicle nodes in the fixed-line

ANET always depend on their encounter number and periodicity.

n order to speed up the ECM delivery, we introduce the Periodical

ncounter Strength (PES) as the social metric for ECM forwarding,

hich can reflect the influence of encounter number and periodic-

ty on the regularity. Define PES ( v a , v b ) as the PES of vehicle nodes

 a and v b , which is calculated as follows. 

ES(v a , v b ) = ψPES old (v a , v b ) σ p(v a , v b ) + (1 − ψ) EN (8)

Here, we define EN ≡ 1 to represent one time encounter; ψ 

nd (1 − ψ) are the weights to indicate the relative influence of

ncounter periodicity and encounter number on PES; σ is the de-

ay factor, which is designed based on [48] ; p ( v a , v b ) is the en-

ounter periodicity between v a and v b , which is defined in Eq. (9) .

he weighted average method is used to do trade-off between en-

ounter periodicity and encounter number. 

p(v a , v b ) = 

∣
∣
∣t(v a , v b ) − t(v a , v b , n ) 

∣
∣
∣ (9)

Here, t ( v a , v b ) is the time interval between this encounter mo-

ent and the previous encounter moment between v a and v b , and

(v a , v b , n ) is their average time interval over n last encounters.

ES ( v a , v b ) is updated whenever v a and v b encounter each other. 

According to Eqs. (8) and (9) , the PES increases with vehicle

odes’ encounter number, and strong encounter periodicity en-

ances PES. Indeed, the stronger the encounter periodicity and the

igher the encounter number, the larger the PES. 

.2.2. ECM forwarding utility 

Assume that v enc is an encounter node and m is a forwarding

essage of vehicle node v . We define the ECM forwarding utility

f v enc for m in Eq. (10) , which is calculated by v . 

 ECM 

(v enc , m ) = γ M ECM 

(v enc , m ) + (1 − γ ) P (m, v enc ) (10)

g  
Here, M ECM 

( v enc , m ) is the utility produced by the vehicle node’s

wn physical and social conditions, which is defined in Eq. (11) ; γ
nd (1 − γ ) are the weights to indicate the relative influence of

 ECM 

and P on U ECM 

. The weighted average method is used to do

rade-off between M ECM 

( v enc , m ) and P ( m, v enc ). 

 ECM 

(v enc , m ) = μPES(v enc , v des ) + (1 − μ) LET (v enc , v ) (11)

Here, PES ( v enc , v des ) is the social factor, in which v des is the

aken vehicle node of m ’s destination passenger node; LET ( v enc , v )

s the physical factor; μ and (1 − μ) are the weights to indicate

he relative influence of social condition and physical condition on

 ECM 

. The weighted average method is used to do trade-off be-

ween PES ( v enc , v des ) and LET ( v enc , v ). 

.2.3. ECM forwarding 

Similar to the ICM forwarding, the ECM forwarding needs to

elect one encounter vehicle node as the forwarder for the ECM.

ssume that a vehicle node v forwards a message m , and the en-

ounter vehicle nodes of v are stored in ContactList m 

, which has

 nodes. The ECM forwarding is described as follows. Firstly, the

ontactList m 

is checked whether it has the destination passen-

er node’s taken vehicle node of m , which is denoted as v des ( m ).

f it has, m is forwarded to v des ( m ); otherwise, the r nodes are

orted in the ContactList m 

in descending order according to U ECM 

n Eq. (10) , and then each of them is taken from the list in turn.

ssume that v enc is one taken vehicle node by v , then we com-

are PES for v des ( m ) of v enc and v , which are denoted as PES ( v enc ,

 des ( m )) and PES ( v, v des ( m )). If PES ( v enc , v des ( m )) is larger than PES ( v,

 des ( m )), v forwards m to v enc ; otherwise, it continues comparing

ith the next node in the ContactList m 

. If the PES of these r nodes

or v des ( m ) are all not larger than PES ( v, v des ( m )), v continues car-

ying m and does not forward it to any encounter node. ECFD is

escribed in Fig. 9 . 

. Social-based fixed-line transportation routing scheme 

In the proposed SFR, a message is processed by vehicle nodes

s follows according to the concrete situations until it is delivered

o its destination successfully or failed. (1) If the destination pas-

enger node of the message is the one that takes the vehicle node,

or example, m a for bus1 in our illustration example, the message

s delivered directly to its destination; (2) if the destination pas-

enger node of the message is not the one that takes the vehicle

ode but is in the community to which the vehicle node belongs,

or example, m a for bus2 and bus4, it is forwarded as one ICM to

he next hop; (3) if the destination passenger node of the message

s not the one that takes the vehicle node and is not in the com-

unity to which this vehicle node belongs, for example, m a for

us3, it is forwarded as one ECM to the next hop. 

We demonstrate how SFR works by a vehicle node v . Firstly, v

ets the CommunityList according to IKC to obtain the communities
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Fig. 10. SFR at vehicle nodes. 
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Fig. 11. The loop shaped route. 

Fig. 12. The intersection shaped route. 
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of passenger nodes as well as their taken vehicle nodes. When v

receives a message m , if m ’s taken vehicle node of its destination

passenger node, denoted as v des , is v, m is stored into the deliver-

Buffer ; otherwise, we determine m is an ICM or an ECM accord-

ing to the CommunityList . If m is an ICM, it is stored into the ICM-

Buffer . If m is an ECM, it is stored into the ECM-Buffer . Due to the

fact that a message stored in vehicle node’s deliver-Buffer is already

on its destination vehicle node and will be directly forwarded to its

destination passenger node, thus message routing among vehicle

nodes is no more needed. Consequently, SFR only sorts the ICM-

Buffer and the ECM-Buffer based on SMB. When v has ICMs, that

is, the ICM-Buffer is not empty, we take ICM from the ICM-Buffer

in turn, and assume that the taken ICM is m icm 

. When v encoun-

ters other community vehicle node members of m icm 

, that is, the

 ommunityC ontactList m icm 
is not empty, m icm 

is forwarded accord-

ing to ICFD. When v encounters other vehicle nodes and has ECMs,

that is, the ContactList and the ECM-Buffer are not empty, we take

ECM from the ECM-Buffer in turn. Assume that the taken ECM is

m ecm 

, it is forwarded according to ECFD. 

In summary, SFR is described in Fig. 10 . We get communities

by IKC in line 1. Lines 2–11 are for handling of the received mes-

sage. Lines 12–18 are for ICM forwarding. Lines 19–23 are for ECM

forwarding. 

8. Simulations and performance evaluation 

8.1. Simulation setup 

In this paper, we use ONE (Opportunistic Network Environ-

ment) [49] to do simulation for the proposed SFR. We select a pop-

ular MaxPropRouter [43] (MPR) routing algorithm as the bench-

mark compared with the proposed SFR. MPR is based on priori-

tizing both the schedule of messages transmitted to the encounter

nodes and the schedule of messages to be dropped, in which the

priorities are based on the path likelihoods to destinations ac-

cording to the historical data. Due to the treatment method sim-

ilarity (both prioritizing the schedule of messages) and its fixed-

line transportation oriented routing nature, we choose MPR as the

comparison benchmark. We do performance evaluations over loop,

intersection and complex shaped routes which are based on 10

practical bus lines in Shenyang city, which is the biggest city in

Northeastern China. When simulating, we assume that the buses

(vehicle nodes) running from 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. in each day,
nd the passenger nodes’ departure time, departure station and ar-

ival station are generated randomly. The three shaped routes are

escribed as follows. 

• The Loop shaped route : we choose the LINE Huanlu in Shenyang

city, which is shown in Fig. 11 , as the loop shaped route. The

bold line represents the bus route and the empty circles rep-

resent the bus stations. We assume that there are 10 Huanlu

buses running when simulating, and 200 passengers take these

buses at each moment during the running time. The message

producing interval is 30 s, with the source and destination ran-

domly chosen. 

• The Intersection shaped route : we merge LINE No.117 and LINE

No.152 in Shenyang city, which is shown in Fig. 12 , as the in-

tersection shaped route, because they have an overlapped seg-

ment. We assume that there are 10 buses running along No.117

bus line and 10 buses along No.152 bus line when simulating,

and for each bus line there are 200 passengers, that is, we

have 400 passengers in total that take the buses at each mo-

ment during the running time. The message producing interval

is 15 s, with the source and destination randomly chosen. 

• The Complex shaped route : we merge LINE Huanlu , LINE No.117 ,

LINE No.152 , LINE No.225 , LINE No.239 , LINE No.244 , LINE No.272 ,

LINE No.282 , LINE No.K801 and LINE No.K802 in Shenyang city,

which are ten bus lines in total and shown in Fig. 13 , as the

complex shaped route, because they form a complex structure.

We assume that for each bus line there are 10 buses running

when simulating, that is, we have 100 buses in total; and for

each bus line there are 200 passengers, that is, we have 20 0 0

passengers in total that take the buses at each moment during
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Fig. 13. The complex shaped route. 

Table 3 

Parameter settings. 

Parameter � k θ α η λ σ ψ γ μ

Setting 400 6 20 0 .2 0 .4 0 .5 0 .98 0 .7 0 .3 0 .4 
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h  
the running time. The message producing interval is 3 s, with

the source and destination randomly chosen. 

When do performance evaluations, we use Message Delivery

atio (MDR), Average HoP (AHP), Average DeLay (ADL) and Net-

ork OverHead (NOH) as the metrics. The MDR is defined as the

atio of the number of all delivered messages to the number of all

ssued messages. The AHP is defined as the ratio of the traversed

ops of all delivered messages to the number of these delivered

essages. The ADL is the ratio of the experienced delay of all de-

ivered messages to the number of these delivered messages. The

OH is defined as the ratio of the forwarded times of all issued

essages (include their copies) to the number of all delivered mes-

ages. 

The adopted values of the parameters are shown in Table 3 . σ
s set referring to [48] . Other parameters are set based on the best

erformance when simulations have been done. 

When analyzing contact durations among nodes in the three

hapes, we find that the data follow approximate power-law distri-

utions, of which exponents are 1.97, 2.89 and 2.87 respectively for

he loop, the intersection and the complex shaped routes. More-

ver, contact times are also following the same way, of which ex-

onents are 2.77, 2.16 and 2.5 respectively for the corresponding

hree shaped routes. These match the observation with the exist-

ng relevant literature [50] . 

.2. SFR effectiveness 

.2.1. IKC effectiveness 

We compare SFR equipped with the proposed IKC and the coun-

erpart without it (denoted as SFR-C) on MDR, AHP, ADL and NOH

ver the loop shaped route, the intersection shaped route and the

omplex shaped route. The results are shown in Fig. 14 . We can

bserve that SFR shows better performance on MDR, AHP, ADL and

OH over all routes than SFR-C, indicating the effectiveness of IKC.

he reason is mainly as follows. SFR divides passenger nodes and

ehicle nodes with closely social relations into the same commu-

ity with the help of IKC, and this facilitates SFR’s more targeted

essage forwarding than SFR-C’s. Especially, as the number of en-

ounters among vehicle nodes decreases from the loop shaped

oute and the complex shaped route to the intersection shaped

oute, it becomes hard for the vehicle nodes to make effective mes-
age forwarding without community awareness, and consequently

he influence of IKC on routing performance becomes strong. 

.2.2. SMB effectiveness 

We compare SFR equipped with the proposed SMB and that

ithout it (denoted as SFR-B and we use FIFO instead of SMB to

anage the buffering messages) on MDR, AHP, ADL and NOH over

he loop shaped route, the intersection shaped route and the com-

lex shaped route, and the results are shown in Fig. 15 . We can

bserve that although SFR and SFR-B all show good performance

ith the help of IKC and BFD, SFR still shows a slight advantage.

pecifically, SFR shows better performance on MDR, AHP and NOH

ver all routes than SFR-B, indicating the effectiveness of SMB on

hese three metrics. However, the effect of SMB on ADL is not ob-

ious, because FIFO also has relatively positive influence on ADL of

essages and this makes SMB very hard to improve ADL signifi-

antly. 

.2.3. BFD effectiveness 

We compare SFR equipped with the proposed BFD and that

ithout it (denoted SFR-D) on MDR, AHP, ADL and NOH over the

oop shaped route, the intersection shaped route and the complex

haped route, and the results are shown in Fig. 16 . We can observe

hat SFR shows better performance on MDR, AHP, ADL and NOH

ver all routes than SFR-D. Because BFD considers not only physi-

al and social conditions of candidates, but also buffering priorities

f messages got by the candidates, it can forward messages to the

orwarders which not only encounter the destinations with high

robability and good transmission conditions, but also give mes-

ages prior forwarding orders. 

.3. SFR and MPR comparison 

.3.1. SFR v.s. MPR in three shapes 

The MDR, AHP, ADL and NOH of SFR and MPR under different

essage Time To Live (TTL) over the loop shaped route, the inter-

ection shaped route and the complex shaped route are shown in

igs. 17 , 18 and 19 respectively. 

We can observe that SFR improves the routing efficiency and

hus performs better than MPR. The main reasons are as fol-

ows. The passenger nodes with strong relationship become mem-

ers in the same community, and their taken vehicle nodes are

ecorded in CommunitList , which improves routing efficiency. In

ontrast, MPR neglects the communities which exist among pas-

enger nodes. Moreover, the delivery likelihood used in MPR is cal-

ulated by nodes’ encounter number only, which cannot reflect so-

ial regularities of passenger nodes deeply when they take fixed-

ine vehicles. Furthermore, by considering both the message is-

uer’s contribution to the buffering vehicle node and intimacy with

t, the cooperative relations among nodes improve message deliv-

ry within the limited contact time window in SFR. However, MPR

s only based on the message attributes, which cause lower routing

fficiency compared with SFR. 

We can also observe that MPR has much higher NOH than

FR. The main reasons are as follows. MPR forwards message with

ultiple copies, and each forwarder saves message copy even it

as forwarded this message to another node, resulting in a large

mount of message copies existing in the network. Moreover, the

opy amount increases with the message’s TTL since the bigger TTL

akes each message live longer. In contrast, when SFR has for-

arded message successfully to the forwarder, it deletes this mes-

age copy, thus SFR holds a single copy for each message. More-

ver, SFR forwards message socially and enables message to go to-

ards its destination efficiently, thus it limits the NOH effectively. 

From Figs. 17 (c), 18 (c) and 19 (c), we can observe that SFR just

as slightly lower ADL than MPR, the reasons are described as
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Fig. 14. Effectiveness of the proposed IKC. 

Fig. 15. Effectiveness of the proposed SMB. 

Fig. 16. Effectiveness of the proposed BFD. 

Fig. 17. Performance under the loop shape. 

Fig. 18. Performance under the intersection shape. 
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Fig. 19. Performance under the complex shape. 
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ollows. With the help of IKC, messages are firstly forwarded to

he community members of the destination passenger nodes, and

hen to the destinations, which accelerates the delivery of mes-

ages. Moreover, when selecting the forwarder for a message, BFD

onsiders both the forwarding abilities of the candidates and the

andling orders got by the candidates. This also makes messages

elivered to their destinations fast. Although MPR cannot select

he best forwarders for messages, as a multi-copy routing scheme,

t can propagate a message very fast from one to another, thus it

hows relatively close ADL to SFR. 

In addition, from Figs. 17 (a), 18 (a) and 19 (a), we can observe

hat all the MDR curves of SFR and MPR exhibit significant rise,

hich matches the existing relevant literature [51] . 

.3.2. MPR in three shapes 

From Figs. 17–19 , we can observe that MPR is less effective

n MDR in the intersection shaped route than in the loop shaped

oute and the complex shaped route. The reasons are described as

ollows. Intuitively, vehicle nodes on different bus lines have less

ncounter opportunities than those on the same bus line. Vehicle

odes in the loop shaped route are all on the same bus line, thus

hey have more encounter opportunities than those on different

us lines in the intersection shaped route. Besides, vehicle nodes

n the complex shaped route have more abundant encounter op-

ortunities than those in the intersection shaped route. Due to the

sed delivery likelihoods that mainly consider encounter numbers

mong vehicle nodes rather than passenger nodes, MPR cannot ef-

ectively use relatively less encounter opportunities in the intersec-

ion shaped route to maintain the same performances as those in

he loop shaped route and the complex shaped route. 

Besides, NOH in the complex shaped route is much higher than

hat in the other two. The reasons are described as follows. Due to

he fast massage producing interval, the number of issued message

n the complex shaped route is large. However, MPR keeps copies

f packets that has already passed on to other nodes, which pro-

uces a large number of redundant copies, and thus makes NOH

et high when these messages copies being forwarded hop by hop.

.3.3. SFR in three shapes 

From Figs. 17–19 , we can observe that SFR gets the best ADL

nd AHP in the loop shaped route and the best MDR in the com-

lex shaped route. The reasons are as follows. Because vehicle

odes in the loop shaped route have higher encounter frequency

han those of different bus lines in the other two shaped routes,

essages are delivered fast with low hops. Moreover, the vehicle

odes are dense in the complex shaped route, while the densi-

ies of vehicle nodes in the loop shaped route and the intersec-

ion shaped route are relatively low. Consequently, the proposed

KC and BFD have advantages to be effective in the complex shaped

oute. 

Meanwhile, SFR has generally stable performance in these three

haped routes, because SFR forwards messages based on the social
onsiderations and encounter regularities among passenger nodes,

nd forwards messages towards the forwarders that have the best

ocial relation with the destinations. As a result, although the three

haped routes have different number of nodes, SFR keeps good per-

ormance in these three circumstances. Furthermore, in IKC, the

sed ACD can help detect the passenger nodes with closely social

elationship among them, resulting in their taken vehicle nodes

eing recorded in the same community. With the detected com-

unities, vehicle nodes forward messages firstly to the communi-

ies which the messages’ destination passenger nodes belong to,

nd then forward them to their destination passenger nodes. Al-

hough the encounter opportunities are different in these three

haped routes, the community-based forwarding makes SFR show

elatively stable performance. 

. Conclusions 

Based on social method, a routing scheme is proposed for the

xed-line VANET. The improved k -clique community detection al-

orithm is devised to divide passenger nodes and vehicle nodes

ith closely social relationship into communities. A novel message

uffering scheme is used to determine the forwarding and drop-

ing orders of messages. The forwarder of a message is decided

y a bilateral forwarder determination method. Simulation results

how that the proposed scheme is more effective and efficient than

PR. Our routing ideas can be extended to other distributed net-

orks, and provide new thoughts for the routing problems to be

olved in VANET. Our future work is to deploy SFR on real routers

quipped at the fixed-line transportation vehicles to verify its prac-

icality, and to extend it to the none-fixed-line transportation rout-

ng scheme, in which the interests of the none-fixed-line vehicle

rivers are mainly considered. 
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